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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
 
The field of fire simulation has been in a continuous development during the last 
decades. Nowadays there are programs like GPYRO, which can be used for 0D, 1D, 2D 
and 3D simulations of solid materials exposed to radiatiative or convective heating. 
Although it could seem a field where everything is already discovered, there are still 
some fire simulators that are aiming to get high accuracy (minimizing the errors between 
the simulation and the reality), and at the same time those programmes are trying to 
make as many mathematics operations as possible in a reasonable short period of time. 
Striking a balance between the operations accuracy and the working duration of the 
programme would be one of the hardest challenges of fire simulators during the next 
years.  
Aalto University is one of the developers for a program that is able to solve complex 
cases related to pyrolysis modelling, it is named FDS and the program is under 
continuous development. The thesis will be focused on finding new testing cases in 
order to give support to the improvement of this program. 
This program has many similarities with another program which was originally 
developed at UC Berkeley under NASA sponsorship as part of the Forced Ignition and 
Spread Test (FIST) project, whose name is GPYRO. This second program will be used as 
a comparison tool in order to facilitate the research of new testing cases for the FDS.   
 
1.2 Objectives 
 
The main goal of this thesis is to contribute in the development of the FDS code program 
by facilitating some new reacting and non-reacting cases with different behaviours, for 
instance:  changing thickness along time, charring and non-charring materials, in order 
to find similarities and discrepancies between the two programs (FDS and GPYRO).  
In the one hand, the non-reacting cases have been proved to be similar independently 
of the program used. The comparison stablished will be simple as it will only be focused 
on one feature: the temperature of certain significant point of the samples. 
On the other hand, the reacting case are the main challenge of this thesis, as these cases 
are the most complete ones, where all the theoretical concepts of the thesis will be put 
into practice. Therefore the comparison stablished will be much deeper in this chapter 
and it will be focused on the three following main features: temperature profile of some 
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critic points, the mass loss rate and the thickness change with its slope if it was 
necessary. 
The objective will be to try to find as many different test cases as possible, including a 
wide variety of boundary conditions as well as different chemical reactive parameters, 
in order to see clear peculiarities or behaviours that facilitate the improvement and the 
study of new ways to make of FDS a better and more reliable code program in the field 
of pyrolysis modelling. 
 
1.3 Scope 
 
The scope of this thesis will be to facilitate the analysis of new reacting and non-reacting 
test cases with FDS codes program and compare them with their homologue in GPYRO.  
First of all, the program that will be used for the first results will be GPYRO, in order to 
be sure that the student has the ability to reproduce the desired results in terms of 
temperature profiles with this program. It is of high importance to be sure that there is 
a good command on GPYRO for stablishing the further comparison between the two 
programs under proper conditions.  
The analysis will be based on a detailed explanation of, first, the boundary conditions of 
a non-reacting case with GPYRO and an accurate explanation of its results (temperature 
profile) comparing them with an already known results from FDS.  
Furthermore, the reacting test cases will make their appearance step by step, as well as 
the FDS code program. A detailed analysis in terms of Mass Loss Rate and Thickness 
change will be stablished with both programs in order to observe the tendencies and 
singularities of their curves along the time. 
 
1.4 Approach and limitations   
 
The approach of the thesis is based on acquiring a basic knowledge in using FDS and 
GPYRO as well as gaining a solid base in theoretical concepts related to the field of 
pyrolysis modelling and its typical chemical reacting cases. In order to achieve this, the 
user guide of both programs will be of great importance as well as other additional 
documents. 
Regarding the limitations that can be found inside this work, the main one would be the 
lack of test cases for comparing the behaviour of both programs in the field of fire 
simulation. Therefore, the study of the new test cases will be done step by step, going 
from a simple non-reacting case, to a charring and non-charring reacting case. 
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2. METHODS. PYROLYSIS MODELS  
 
2.1 Basic theoretical concepts 
 
2.1.1 Heat transfer 
 
Heat transfer describes the exchange of thermal energy, between physical systems 
depending on the temperature and pressure, by dissipating heat. The fundamental 
modes of heat transfer are conduction, convection and radiation. 
In terms of energy, heat transfer can be also defined as the exchange of kinetic energy of 
particles through the boundary between two systems which are at different 
temperatures from each other or from their surroundings. Heat transfer always occurs 
from a region of high temperature to a region of lower temperature. Heat transfer 
changes the internal energy of both systems involved according to the First Law of 
Thermodynamics. Thermal equilibrium is reached when all involved bodies and the 
surroundings reach the same temperature.  
Regarding to the fundamental modes of heat transfer are the followings: 
Conduction: This kind of heat transfer is defined as the transfer of energy between 
objects that are in physical contact. Thermal conductivity is the property of a material 
to conduct heat and evaluated primarily in terms of Fourier's Law for heat conduction. 
Heat is transferred by conduction when adjacent atoms vibrate against one another. 
Conduction is the most significant means of heat transfer within a solid or between solid 
objects in thermal contact. Fluids—especially gases—are less conductive. The equation, 
that describes the heat transferred by conduction in 1D, is the following: 
𝑄 = 𝐾 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ ∇𝑇 
Q: Heat transferred by conduction [W] 
K: Material conductivity [W/(K·m)] 
A: Area of heat flux conduction [m2] 
∇T: Temperature gradient [K] 
 
Convection: It is defined as the transfer of energy between an object and its 
environment, due to fluid motion. Convection is also defined as the transfer of heat from 
one place to another by the movement of fluids, a process that is essentially the transfer 
of heat via mass transfer. Inside the convection heat transfer, there are two different 
types of it, the free or natural one, and the forced convection. Free, or natural, 
convection occurs when bulk fluid motions are caused by the buoyancy force that result 
from density variations due to variations of temperature in the fluid. Forced convection 
is a term used when the streams and currents in the fluid are induced by external means 
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creating an artificially induced convection current. The equation, that shows the 
convection heat transferred between gas and condensed phase surface, is the following: 
𝑄 = ℎ ∙ 𝐴 ∙ ∇𝑇 
Q: Heat transferred by convection [W] 
h: convection coefficient [W/(K·m)] 
A: Area of heat flux convection [m2] 
∇T: Temperature gradient [K] 
 
Radiation: it is the heat transfer by electromagnetic waves or photons. The thermal 
radiation is energy emitted by matter as electromagnetic waves, due to the pool 
of thermal energy in all matter with a temperature above absolute zero. This radiation 
propagates without the presence of matter through the vacuum of space.  
Thermal radiation is a direct result of the random movements of atoms and molecules 
in matter. Since these atoms and molecules are composed of particles 
(protons and electrons), whose movement results in the emission of electromagnetic 
radiation, which carries energy away from the surface. The equation, that explains the 
heat transferred by radiation between a radiative environment (the sun for instance) 
and a body, is the following: 
𝑄 = 𝜀 ∙ 𝜎 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ (𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
4 − 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦
4 ) 
Q: Heat transferred by radiation [W] 
ε: emissivity [-] 
σ:  Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5,67E-8 [W/(K4·m2)] 
A: Area of heat flux radiation [m2] 
 
[1] (Bonals) 
 
2.1.2 Introduction to chemical reactions 
 
This chapter stablishes a solid base for further chapters which will be focused on the 
introduction of new fictitious reacting case (chapters 3.2 and 3.4), using the heat 
conduction case as a starting point. The challenge is going to be the achievement of 
similar results with both programs in terms of temperature, mass loss rate or sample 
thickness.  
The reactions will be mainly related to thermal degradations in general, therefore the 
aim of this chapter is to give a deep explanation in this particular case inside the chemical 
reactions in general. 
The general evolution equation, in the FDS code, for a material undergoing one or more 
reactions is: 
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𝑑𝑌𝑠,𝑖
𝑑𝑡
= ∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑁𝑡,𝑖
𝑗=1
+ ∑ ∑ 𝑣𝑠,𝑖′𝑟𝑖′𝑗
𝑁𝑡,𝑗
𝑗=1
𝑁𝑚
𝑖=1
(𝑖′ ≠ 𝑖) 
Where 
𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑌𝑠,𝑖
𝑛𝑠,𝑖𝑗 exp (−
𝐸𝑖𝑗
𝑅𝑇𝑠
) 𝑋𝑂2
𝑁𝑂2𝑖𝑗;  𝑌𝑠,𝑖 = (
𝜌𝑠,𝑖
𝜌𝑠(0)
) 
All the terms of the reaction rate equation are detailed in the FDS user’s guide by Kevin 
Mcgrattan [2,pp. 73-75]: “The term, rij, defines the rate of reaction at the temperature, 
Ts, of the ith material undergoing its jth reaction. The second term on the right of the 
equation represents the contributions of other materials producing the ith material as a 
residue with a yield of vs,i’j. This term is denoted by NU_MATL(:,j) on the i’-th MATL line. 
ρs,i is the density of the ith material component of the layer, defined as the mass of the 
ith material component divided by the volume of the layer. ρs(0) is the initial density of 
the layer. Thus, Ys,i = ρs,i=ρs(0) is a quantity that increases if the ith material component is 
produced as a residue of some other reaction, or decreases if the ith component 
decomposes. If the layer is composed of only one material, then ρs,i=ρs(0) is initially 1. ns,ij 
is the reaction order and prescribed under the name N_S(j), and is 1 by default. If the 
value of ns is not known, it is a good starting point to assume it is 1. 
The pre-exponential factor, Aij, is prescribed under the name A(j) on the MATL line of 
the ith material, with units of s-1. Eij, the activation energy, is prescribed via E(j) in units 
of kJ/kmol.” It is important to remember that 1 kcal is 4.184 kJ, and be careful with 
factors of 1000. For a given reaction, specify both A and E, or neither. It has to be 
highlighted that the units related to energy in FDS code are in Kilo-Joules while in GPYRO 
the units are in Joules. 
Moreover, in terms of chemical reactions inside FDS code program it is also very 
important to keep in mind that the kinetic constants, A and E, are not available for most 
real materials. However, there is a way to model such materials using a simplified 
reaction scheme. The key assumption is that the material components can undergo only 
one reaction, at most. If, for example, the material undergoes three distinct reactions, 
there must be at least three material components, each of which undergoes one 
reaction. If there is an additional residue left over, then a fourth material component is 
required. In order to specify A and E, there are several parameters that can be used by 
FDS to derive effective values, the most important of which is the 
REFERENCE_TEMPERATURE (ºC). To understand this parameter, consider the plot 
shown in the following figure: 
 
Fig. 1 Effect of the reference temperature in FDS 
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These curves represent the results of a hypothetical TGA experiment in which a single 
component material undergoes a single reaction that converts the solid into a gas. The 
Mass Fraction (blue curve) is the normalized density of the material (Ys) which decreases 
as the sample is slowly heated, in this case at a rate of 5 K/min. The Reaction Rate (green 
curve) is the rate of change of the mass fraction as a function of time (-dYs/dt). Where 
this curve peaks is referred to in FDS as the REFERENCE_TEMPERATURE. Note that the 
REFERENCE_TEMPERATURE is not the same as an ignition temperature, nor is it 
necessarily the surface temperature of the burning solid. Rather, it is simply the 
temperature at which the mass fraction of the material decreases at its maximum rate 
within the context of a TGA or similar experimental apparatus. 
The kinetic constants for component i of a multi-component solid are given by the 
following formulas:  
 
 
 
The terms of the formula are deeply explained in the FDS user’s guide [2, pp.77] by 
highlighting the following: “it is found thay Tp,i and rp,i/Ys,i(0) are the reference 
temperature and rate, respectively. The REFERENCE_RATE is the reaction rate, in units 
of s-1, at the given REFERENCE_TEMPERATURE divided by the mass fraction, Ys,i(0), of 
material in the original sample undergoing the reaction. For a single component, single 
reaction material, Ys,1(0) = 1. The HEATING_RATE (?̇?) is the rate at which the 
temperature of the TGA (or equivalent) test apparatus was increased. It is input into FDS 
in units of K/min (in the formula, it is expressed in K/s). Its default value in FDS code is 5 
K/min.”  
 
2.1.3 Experimental methods: introducing the cone calorimeter 
 
The Cone Calorimeter is the most significant bench scale instrument in the field of fire 
testing. 
Heat release is the key measurement required to assess the fire development of 
materials and products. Traditionally it has been very difficult to measure and more 
recently full scale testing of items (with furniture for instance) has been possible by 
burning these articles and measuring the evolved heat using a technique called oxygen 
depletion calorimetry. 
In the early 1980's workers at NIST (National Institute of Standards and technology), in 
the USA, decided to produce an improved bench scale heat release test which would 
overcome the deficiencies of existing small scale heat release tests. Oxygen depletion 
calorimetry was identified as the best measurement method. This is based on the 
empirical observation that heat released by burning materials is directly proportional to 
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the quantity of oxygen used in the combustion process. The instrument was called a 
Cone Calorimeter. This name was derived from the shape of the truncated conical heater 
that is used to irradiate the test specimen with fluxes up to 100 kW/m2 in the test. 
In chapter 3.3 a cone calorimeter simulation will be executed with a heat flux of 
60KW/m2 in order to analyse its peculiarities. 
 
2.2 Modelling software FDS and GPYRO 
 
The first steps will be related to get familiarized with GPyro usage. The objective will be 
to reproduce four already known different cases and compare the results with the ones 
that are exposed in the FDS Verification guide, therefore the body to analyse will be a 
slab with a thickness of 10 cm, at first, with specified boundary conditions, such as that 
one face of the body will be exposed to an air temperature of 120 °C, while the other 
one will be completely insulated. The slab will only have convective and conductive heat 
transfer (no radiation is included). Three different and characteristic points will be 
analysed in terms of how the temperature function varies with time.  
Once this initial phase is concluded, it will be time for the research of new kinds of 
situations that could provide us useful results for the final comparison between FDS and 
GPyro. The idea is to find new test cases from two different sources: Literature (probably 
searching on the internet) and GPyro. The simulation programme GPyro offers the 
chance to simulate new cases with several boundary conditions and changing thickness. 
This last point will be rather delicate, as the programme itself does not let you to create 
a changing thickness in time, therefore some kind of chemical reaction must be applied 
in the studied material. The following Arrhenius equation could be one of the keys to 
solve the issue.   
 
𝑚𝑖
′′′ = 𝐴 ∙ (
𝜌𝑖
𝜌
)
𝑛
∙ 𝑒
−𝐸
𝑅𝑇⁄  
 
Testing several cases will give more validity to the comparison results, therefore the 
point will be to simulate them with GPyro program first and afterwards the objective 
will be trying to get to similar results by using the FDS code.   
Before going on with the analysis, a basis of how these programs work will be 
established. 
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2.2.1 FDS introduction 
 
As it is explained in the first chapter of the FDS user’s guide by Mcgrattan [2, pp 83-84]: 
“Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS), is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of fire-
driven fluid flow. FDS solves numerically a form of the Navier-Stokes equations 
appropriate for low-speed (Ma < 0.3), thermally-driven flow with an emphasis on smoke 
and heat transport from fires. The main features of the program are the following: 
Hydrodynamic Model FDS solves numerically a form of the Navier-Stokes equations 
appropriate for low-speed, thermally-driven flow with an emphasis on smoke and heat 
transport from fires. The core algorithm is an explicit predictor-corrector scheme, 
second order accurate in space and time.  
Combustion Model For most applications, FDS uses a single step, mixing-controlled 
chemical reaction which uses three lumped species. These lumped species are air, fuel, 
and products. By default the last two lumped species are explicitly computed. 
Radiation Transport Radiative heat transfer is included in the model via the solution of 
the radiation transport equation for a grey gas, and in some limited cases using a wide 
band model. The equation is solved using a technique similar to finite volume methods 
for convective transport, thus the name given to it is the Finite Volume Method (FVM). 
Using approximately 100 discrete angles, the finite volume solver requires about 20 % 
of the total CPU time of a calculation, a modest cost given the complexity of radiation 
heat transfer.  
Geometry FDS approximates the governing equations on a rectilinear mesh. Rectangular 
obstructions are forced to conform with the underlying mesh. 
Multiple Meshes This is a term used to describe the use of more than one rectangular 
mesh in a calculation. It is possible to prescribe more than one rectangular mesh to 
handle cases where the computational domain is not easily embedded within a single 
mesh. 
Parallel Processing FDS employs OpenMP, a programming interface that exploits 
multiple processing units on a single computer. For clusters of computers, FDS employs 
Message Passing Interface (MPI)  
Boundary Conditions All solid surfaces are assigned thermal boundary conditions, plus 
information about the burning behaviour of the material. Heat and mass transfer to and 
from solid surfaces is usually handled with empirical correlations, although it is possible 
to compute directly the heat and mass transfer when performing a Direct Numerical 
Simulation (DNS).” 
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2.2.2 GPYRO introduction 
The first definition that is given by the author of the GPYRO user’s guide [3, Introduction] 
explains that  the program “is an open source computer model that describes the 
thermal response of solid materials exposed to radiative or convective heating, including 
thermo-oxidative pyrolysis of the condensed phase. 
Gpyro can be used for 0D, 1D, 2D, and 3D simulations and can write NIST Smoke-view 
files for visualization of 2D simulations. Gpyro contains the physics necessary to simulate 
pyrolysis of thermoplastic and charring solids, intumescent coatings, and smolder in 
porous media. It can be applied as a boundary condition in a modified version of FDS6. 
Coupled to Gpyro is a material property estimation program that can be used to help 
estimate the required material properties from experimental data (Cone Calorimeter or 
similar, thermogravimetric analysis, and differential scanning calorimetry). At the 
present time, brute force search, genetic algorithm optimization, genetic 
algorithm/simulated annealing, stochastic hillclimber, and shuffled complex evolution 
optimization methods are available.” 
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2.3 Pyrolysis modelling 
 
2.3.1 Introduction to pyrolysis modelling 
 
This chapter aims to provide an overview of the heat transfer and mass transfer that 
control a material’s overall pyrolysis behaviour. As it is currently used by the fire 
community, “pyrolysis” refers generically to the liberation of gaseous volatiles from a 
solid fuel, regardless of the presence or absence of oxygen. Pyrolysate refers to the 
gaseous mixture of compounds that are released when a solid material is thermally 
stimulated, and may include hydrocarbons, alcohols, water steam, carbon monoxide, 
and carbon dioxide. 
Based on the work by Lautenberger in Generalized Pyrolysis Model for Combustible Solids, 
there is a quote which highlights that in most of the fire modelling performed to date, 
they should probably be called “fire consequence modelling” because rarely is the fire 
itself modelled in detail. Instead, the fire is specified a priori as a time–history of heat 
and chemical species generation rates (usually, a heat release rate and associated 
product yields). A fire model then predicts the effects, or consequences, of this 
particular fire on the space under consideration. This approach is suitable for designing 
a building’s egress and life safety systems to mitigate the threat from a specific fire, but 
it cannot be used to estimate how a fire would develop given a certain initiating fire. In 
summary, it is possible to estimate with great accuracy the consequences of a fire and, 
accordingly, develop safety systems in order to prevent further damage. On the other 
hand, it is hardly possible to predict the behaviour of how the fire is going to exactly 
develop (step by step) as each situation is completely unique and unrepeatable. 
Lautenberg also redials that [4, p. 25] “One of the biggest challenges of pyrolysis 
modelling for application to real fires is not formulating a comprehensive set of 
governing equations and then coding a computer program that solves those equations. 
Instead, the challenge is making enough simplifications and approximations (which is 
one of the aims of this thesis) that there are a manageable number of empirical or 
adjustable parameters, all of which can be estimated from laboratory experiments.” 
Pyrolysis can also be defined as the thermal degradation that occurs in the solid phase 
of a material when it is heated. The bonds between the molecules start to break at 
elevated temperatures, leading to release of volatile compounds and changes from the 
original structure of the material. This is seen as mass loss. Technically, ’pyrolysis’ refers 
only to thermal degradation without oxygen; in general (regardless of the oxygen 
concentration) the mechanism is called thermolysis. In the presence of air, the carbon 
residue may oxidise. The combustible gases released during the pyrolysis may also 
ignite, leading to combustion in the gas phase. This increases the gas temperature, with 
the results being slightly faster degradation than in inert ambient. 
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The temperature dependent reaction rate of the pyrolysis is often described by the 
Arrhenius equation. This equation describes the temperature dependence of reaction 
constant where A is the pre-exponential factor, E the activation energy, R the universal 
gas constant, and T temperature.  
𝑘𝑟 = 𝐴 · 𝑒
−𝐸
𝑅𝑇  
There are several types of pyrolysis models. All pyrolysis models begin (explicitly or 
implicitly) with universally applicable statements of conservation of mass, energy, 
species, and sometimes momentum. However, the approach taken by most authors 
when postulating a model is to make approximations and simplifications that reduce 
these general conservation laws to a simplified set of governing equations that are 
applicable only to one class of materials. Therefore, most comprehensive pyrolysis 
models can be further divided into thermoplastic polymer, charring, or intumescent 
formulations. 
 
2.3.2 Structure of pyrolysis modelling 
 
Pyrolysis modelling is designed to predict the heat release rate and the response of the 
structures and materials that follows. It allows implementation of more realistic fire 
scenarios and study of the flame spread. 
In the future, pyrolysis modelling may also be used in product development for new 
materials. Potential fire risks and the structures’ performance in fire could be evaluated 
by means of simulations before manufacture of large samples. Pyrolysis modelling can 
also be part of the process of optimisation of the new materials’ properties. This could 
be especially useful in development of new flame retardant materials or mechanisms. 
Pyrolysis modelling consists, based on Matala’s text introduction [5, p. 18] of  Methods 
and applications of pyrolysis modelling for polymeric materials, of five steps:  
“1. The material is tested experimentally on small scale. Typical experimental methods 
in this connection are thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and cone calorimeter, which is 
one of the cases that is going to be taken under consideration.  
2. The experiments are described by a mathematical model. The pyrolysis is often 
modelled by means of Arrhenius equation in combination with data on heat transfer. 
The model’s validation is an important part of the process.  
3. The model has to be solved numerically and this solution verified.  
4. Model parameters are often unknown and have to be estimated by fitting of the 
model to the experimental results.  
5. The pyrolysis model is taken in combination with the computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) calculations. This is the case with the code programming in which is based this 
thesis, the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS).” 
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2.3.3 Pyrolysis materials 
 
Semi-empirical pyrolysis models 
 
This type of model technically cannot accommodate any difference in heat flux history 
between the experiment and the model, such as an increase in the burning rate due to 
external heating. Additionally, it has been shown experimentally that the mass loss rate 
is affected by the total (cumulative) heat absorbed by the solid. It may be possible to 
obtain reasonable results by performing fire tests at multiple irradiance levels and 
developing some sort of an interpolation scheme to extend the data to an arbitrary 
heating history, but this type has not yet been widely demonstrated. In this kind of 
models, establishing the required material properties becomes a really challenging task. 
 
Thermoplastics 
 
Thermoplastic materials include many of the widely used commodity polymers such as 
polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), and polymethylmethacrylate 
(PMMA). Thermoplastics usually do not char. Instead, they burn completely and leave 
minimal or no residue at all. 
During the combustion experiments, this kind of materials show that they exhibit a 
steady-state burning rate that depends mainly on the applied irradiance level. If a 50 
kW/m2 is applied to a changing thickness slab of PMMA in order to simulate and 
compare the results with FDS, the PMMA’s behaviour is the following, referred to the 
effect of the slab’s thickness on the heat release rate: 
 
Graph. 1 Thickness effect on the total heat released (PMMA)  
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Moreover, talking about the mass loss rate, it is calculated from a heat balance at the 
sample surface where it is assumed that all mass loss occurs, and it is used to determine 
the burning characteristics of the sample. The temperature distribution in the solid T, 
depends directly of time and the position or distance to the surface, is calculated by 
solving the one–dimensional heat conduction equation for an opaque constant density 
inert solid, where t is time and z is the position in the slab. 
 
 
If a comparison is made in terms of mass loss rate with different thickness using FDS, 
the results are the following:  
 
 
Graph. 2 Thickness effect on the Mass loss rate (PMMA) 
 
Finite thickness materials that are influenced by the back face boundary condition can 
be readily handled. With a finite-difference solution method, temperature–dependent 
material properties (conductivity, density, specific heat) can be incorporated. Despite its 
simplicity, this approach is capable of accurately reproducing burning rates in bench–
scale combustion experiments. Therefore the results showed above are similar to the 
result that would be obtained in a real experiment based on cone calorimeter. 
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Charring materials 
 
A large number of materials encountered in practice exhibit charring, either naturally 
(wood, thermoset polymers, phenolic composites) or due to addition of fire retardants. 
In contrast to thermoplastic materials where most of the fuel generation occurs near 
the surface (even for a distributed reaction), the primary fuel generation zone in 
charring materials can be located well below the surface at a reaction front that 
separates the char layer from the virgin layer. 
The mass loss rate of charring materials generally increases with oxygen concentration. 
Oxidative reactions occurring near the surface of the char layer may substantially 
increase the surface temperature above that in inert environments, and under some 
circumstances char oxidation may account for 10% of the heat release rate under 
flaming conditions. 
 
Intumescent coatings 
 
An intumescent material or coating swells when heated to form a porous low-density 
char, thereby reducing heat transfer to the underlying virgin material. Intumescence is 
an effective mechanism for providing a high degree of thermal resistance while 
minimizing thickness of the protective skin. Intumescent coatings are sometimes applied 
to steel structural members to achieve the fire resistance ratings required by building 
codes, although the US Navy has concluded that intumescent coatings do not provide a 
level of fire resistance equivalent to traditional insulation, largely due to poor adhesion 
characteristics. 
 
[4] (Lautenberger C. W., Types of pyrolysis models, 2007) 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 Non-reacting case 
 
The aim of this chapter is to establish a solid comparison between two different cases 
(A and B) with two different code programs (FDS and GPYRO). The main objective is 
trying to get the same results with gpyro than the ones that are reported on the FDS 
verification guide.  
 
3.1.1 Initial and boundary conditions 
 
It has been simulated test cases with a thermoplastic material. The cases consist on a 
thermoplastic with some fixed and some variable boundary conditions and properties 
that are shown in the following tables. The convective heat flux from the gas to the slab 
is q=h(Tair-Tslab), where h is constant (during the simulation, but different in case A and 
B), and Tair is the slab face temperature. No thermal radiation is included. 
 
These are the material properties of each case: 
 
Table 1. Material props of the non-reacting case 
These are the initian conditions of the slab in both cases: 
Initial temperature 
(ºC) 
Air temperature 
(ºC) 
Thickness 
(m) 
Back side 
20 120 0.1 Insulated 
Table 2. Boundary conditions of the non-reacting case 
Here is the step by step of how all the properties, goemetry, boundary conditions and 
initial conditions are applied on the gpyro code: 
 
Fig 2. Air temperature established at 393K (120 ºC) 
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Fig 3. Outputs of the simulation and implementation of the three study points of the slab (0m, 0.04m and 0.1m) 
 
 
 
Fig 4. Specifying the conductivity, the density and the heat capacity of the material (CASE A and CASE B) 
 
 
 
Fig 5. Specifying the initial temperature of the case and isolating the back side of the slab (hcrz=0) 
 
 
 
Fig 6. Eliminating the external heat flux (qe=0), fixing the convective coefficient of the case A (hc=100), fixing the 
thickness of the slab (δ=0.1m) and establishing the simulation time (tstop=1800s) 
 
 
3.1.2 Simulation results and discussion 
 
Case A temperature profiles comparison: 
 
The following graph shows the temperature profile of three clearly different points of 
the slab in the mentioned conditions of the case A. 
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FDS 
 
Graph. 3 Heat transfer case A temperatures profile (FDS) 
 
It is also important to plot both results (and both cases) in the same plot in order to 
demonstrate that the behaviour of the two programs is the same or, on the other hand, 
they have some slight differences.  
 
 
Graph. 4 Heat transfer case A temperatures profile comparison between the two programs 
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The curves that are located on the two sides of the slab have a more similar behaviour 
than the midpoint, in terms of comparing the curves tendency. Moreover, and analysing 
the midpoint (4cm), a different tendency (as long as the simulation runs) can be 
observed. The sides of the slab can have a more similar behaviour than the middle point 
because they are more attached to boundary conditions than the other one therefore, 
that might be a reason why the curves on those points are almost the same (or the 
same). This can be the starting point in order to observe the difference between the two 
code programs.  
 
For applying the Case B test simulation, there were only two significant changes: 
 
Fig 7. Applying the new convective constant (hc=10) and the new simulation time (tstop=12000s). 
 
 
Case B temperature profile comparison: 
 
The following graph shows the temperature profile of three clearly different points of 
the slab (the same than in the previous case) in the mentioned conditions of the case 
B. 
 
FDS 
 
Graph. 5 Heat transfer case B temperatures profile (FDS) 
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In order to make a clear comparison of the results obtained with GPYRO and FDS, it is 
necessary to reproduce the same operation like with case A is done with the case B 
(plotting the two curves in the same graphic), some more differences, in terms of 
temperature behaviour, are shown by the results: 
 
 
Graph. 6 Heat transfer case B temperatures profile comparison between FDS and GPYRO 
In qualitative terms, although the curves tendency is almost the same, there are 
differences between the two plots. If only the back point temperature is taken under 
consideration, the curve looks almost the same and the tendency is quite similar, 
however if the other points are studied, it appears a visible behaviour difference. The 
FDS curves slope is gentler than the Gpyro’s one. Despite of the fact that the curves of 
the two code programs are stablished at the same point (approximately), the Gpyro 
simulation describes a faster curve. 
In quantitative terms, the maximum discrepance between both programs is reached in 
the front point where at the second 15, the temperatures are 116ºC (GPYRO) and 102ºC 
(FDS). Moreover, during the first 50 seconds there is another differential pint between 
both programs in the 4cm where the temperature is of 82ºC (GPYRO) and 77ºC (FDS). 
However, at the end of the experiment (200s) the temperatures are only different by 
tenths of a degree.    
All these slight behaviour differences between the two programmes will be studied in 
this thesis in order to improve, as long as it is possible, the FDS code programming.  
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3.2 Thermoplastic reaction 
 
The base of this case is exactly the same that was taken for the first test comparison of 
the thesis, however a new feature is going to be introduced for proving the behaviour 
of FDS cases with chemical reactions in terms of (mainly) temperature and mass loss 
rate.  
 
3.2.1 Initial and boundary conditions 
 
The test case consists on a thermoplastic slab under fixed initial conditions, including one 
chemical reaction, which is the key point of this chapter. All the details of the case are presented 
in the following tables. 
The material properties are the following: 
Conductivity 
(W/m·K) 
Density 
(Kg/m3) 
Heat transfer 
coefficient (W/m2·K) 
Thickness 
(m) 
0.1 100 100 0.1 
Table 3. Material props of the thermoplastic case 
The parameters of the chemical reaction are the following:  
Reactive fuel Number of 
reactions 
A 
(S-1) 
E 
(KJ/mol) 
Heat of the 
reaction (KJ/Kg) 
C3H8 1 1E8 110 500 
Table 4.Chemical reaction parameters 
The boundary conditions of the test case are the following: 
Initial temperature 
(ºC) 
Assumed gas 
temperature (ºC) 
Backing Heat of 
combustion (KJ) 
20 120 Insulated 30000 
Table 5. Boundary conditions of the thermoplastic case 
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3.2.2 Simulation results and discussion 
 
COMPARISON 
If the two cases are compared, the main output to establish the right comparison is their 
Mass Loss Rate, which provides the accurate information about how many grams per 
square meter of the slab’s mass is being eliminated by the reaction along the time. 
 
 
Graph. 7 Mass Loss Rate comparison between FDS and GPYRO 
The results of both programs show that their behaviour has some similarities in terms 
of how the curve develops through time. Despite this fact, there is a noticeable 
difference in their tendency as long as time passes, as the final result (1700s) shows that 
the mass loss rate with GPYRO is 0.00022 g/m2·s while with FDS only arrives to 0.00018 
g/m2·s. This discrepancy can be caused by multiple reasons that can be considered, for 
instance: the Mass Loss Rate in both programs can measure slightly different rates, 
therefore the comparison is not exactly the right one however, it is assumed that this 
discrepancy is minimum. In order to solve this problem, the FDS mode, which makes 
Gpyro be able to emulate FDS pyrolysis model and dump FDS input, has been activated 
for this particular test case.  
To sum up with, it should be highlighted that the obtained results are a good starting 
point in order to get the final test cases that will allow a right comparison between the 
two programs. The reaction that has been taken under consideration for this test case 
is not a really strong one, in terms of Mass Loss Rate or Heat Rate Release but it has 
been used to give a first approach to the thesis in the field of chemical reaction. This first 
comparison provides useful information for comparing the two programs.     
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3.3 Simulating the cone Calorimeter 
 
A cone calorimeter is a modern device for studying the fire behaviour of small samples 
of materials in condensed phase. It is widely used in the field of Fire Safety Engineering, 
which is one of the top fields of research inside the field of fire simulation. It is based on 
the following standards of quality ISO 5660, ASTM E1354, ASTM E1474, ASTM E1740, 
ASTM F1550, ASTM D6113, CAN ULC 135, BS 476 Part 15. 
The cone calorimeter simulation allows the gathering of data regarding the ignition time, 
mass loss rate, combustion products, heat release rate and other parameters associated 
with its burning properties. Device usually allows the fuel sample to be exposed to 
different heat fluxes over its surface.  
The cone calorimeter name comes from the conical shape of the radiant heater that 
produces a nearly uniform heat flux over the surface of the sample under study. The 
Cone Calorimeter is the most significant bench scale instrument in the field of fire 
testing. 
 
3.3.1 Initial and boundary conditions 
 
This section pretends to describe how to set up a simple model of the cone calorimeter, 
focused on a 1D simulation of the solid phase degradation under an imposed external 
heat flux. This simulation only involves the solid phase model. Essentially, the gas phase 
calculation is shut off except for the imposition of a 60 kW/m2 external heat flux. The 
solid in this example is a 2 cm thick slab of PMMA. 
The material properties are the following: 
Conductivity 
(W/m·K) 
Density 
(Kg/m3) 
Specific heat  
(KJ/Kg·K) 
Thickness 
(m) 
Heat transfer 
coefficient (W/m2·K) 
0.2 1100 2.2 0.02 0 
Table 6. Material props of the cone calorimeter 
 The parameters of the chemical reaction are the following: 
Reactive fuel A 
(s-1) 
E 
(KJ/mol) 
Heat of 
reaction (KJ) 
Heat of 
combustion (KJ) 
Methane 8.5E12 188000 870 25200 
Table 7. Chemical reaction parameters 
The boundary conditions of the test are the following: 
Initial temperature 
(ºC) 
External heat flux 
(KW/m2) 
Backing 
20 60 Insulated 
Table 8. Boundary conditions of the cone calorimeter 
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3.3.2 Simulation results and discussion 
 
The results in terms of Mass Loss Rate until the burnout point is the following: 
 
Graph. 8 Mass Loss rate of the cone calorimeter (FDS) 
The Behaviour of the Mass Loss Rate in a Cone Calorimeter simulation has his own 
curiosities. During the first 200 seconds of the simulation it grows as a 1st order system 
with s slight vibration phenomenon that gets more pronounced during the 
“stabilisation” part between the seconds 200 and 700. Afterwards it reaches a peak of 
0.44 g/m2·s and finally it enters into the burnout zone at around the second 900. 
In terms of thickness change, during the first 40 seconds it remains at two centimetres, 
which matches with the graphic shown above as the mass loss rate is zero. After that, 
the curve falls more or less with a constant slope of 0.0022 m/s until the second 800, 
where the falling is a bit fastest.  
 
Graph 9. Thickness change on the cone calorimeter 
[3] (Kevin McGrattan, Simulating the cone calorimeter, 2014) 
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3.4 Charring and non-charring cases with changing thickness 
 
3.4.1 Initial and boundary conditions 
 
The aim of this chapter is to make the results, that were taken from one of the previous 
chapter named “Thermoplastic reaction” (3.2), even more significant. In that previous 
chapter some interesting results were shown by the first case comparison between 
GPYRO and FDS with chemical reactions on them.  
The fixed material properties and boundary conditions are the following: 
Conductivity 
(W/m·K) 
Emissivity Specific 
heat 
(KJ/mol) 
Heat transfer 
coefficient 
(W/m2·K) 
Initial 
temperature 
(ºC) 
Assumed gas 
temperature 
(ºC) 
Back side 
0.1 0 1 100 20 120 Insulated 
Table 9. Fixed material props and boundary condition of the four cases 
The chemical reaction parameters are the following: 
Reactive fuel A 
(s-1) 
Number of 
reactions 
Heat of reaction 
(KJ) 
Methane 1E8 1 500 
Table 10. Chemical reaction parameters 
The four test cases will be differentiated by the following treats:   
CASE THICKNESS (m) E (KJ/mol) Density 
(Kg/m3) 
Running time 
(s) 
1 0.01 80 100 1800 
2 0.01 60 1000 900 
3 0.02 70 100 900 
4 0.02 100 1000 20000 
Table 11. The four test cases with their boundary conditions 
The first two cases will have the thinner thickness and the other two parameters will be 
completely different between them in order to see how it affects to the final results.  
Moreover, the next two cases will double the thickness of the previous ones and they 
will face the same comparison in terms of density but a completely different one in 
terms of enthalpy of formation, as in the fourth case the main objective with the 
thickness change is to show a peculiar behaviour of the curve when we compare both 
graphics during the first half of the experiment.  
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3.4.2 Simulation results and discussion 
 
CASE 1: Non-charring 
 
 
Graph. 10 Mass Loss Rate comparison along 30 minutes between FDS and GPYRO 
The mass loss comparison of the first case shows a clearly similar behaviour between 
the FDS and GPYRO program. There is a slight difference in the maxim point which is 
reached at around 150 seconds and it seems that the GPYRO curve decreases faster after 
reaching that point. In this particular case, the maximum point achieves a 0.83 g/m2·s 
and it is also shown that after 1800 seconds the mass loss rate has not reached the zero 
level yet. 
 
 
Graph. 11 Thickness change comparison along 30 minutes between FDS and GPYRO 
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The thickness behaviour in graph 11 of this first case is almost identical for both 
programs, however there is a slight difference at the beginning of the curve which will 
be explained in detail during the last case, as it is much more significant there. When 
the case stops the slab is almost completely disintegrated.  
 
CASE 2: Charring 
 
 
Graph. 12 Mass Loss Rate comparison along 15 minutes between FDS and GPYRO 
In graph 12 the curve’s behaviour is completely different from the previous one. At the 
start point it reaches a maximum which goes to 23 g/m2·s and then it stars to decrease 
with a small differences between the programs. The GPYRO curve seems to decrease 
slower during the main part of the case but at the end it gets faster to zero, while the 
FDS curve lasts around 40 seconds more before being finished. 
Moreover, there is an important phenomenon that clearly appears in the FDS graph 12, 
which is a slightly vibration during the decreasing phase of the case. It will appear again 
in the third case and it is something related this code program as it does not appear in 
all the GPYRO cases along the thesis. However it is a phenomenon to have under 
consideration while studying the test cases.  
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Graph. 13 Thickness change comparison along 15 minutes between FDS and GPYRO 
The thickness change of the graph 13 shows a particular behaviour along time, as it 
describes an almost perfect line with a slope of 0.0125 mm/s of decrease. Comparing 
the two curves from both programs, its behaviour is pretty similar at first, however the 
GPYRO’s curve goes a bit faster again as the slab is completely disintegrated in less than 
800 seconds while the FDS’s slab disappears in 810.  
 
CASE 3: Charring 
 
 
Graph. 14 Mass Loss Rate comparison along 15 minutes between FDS and GPYRO 
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The aim of this third case was to have a completely different behaviour from the 
previous two ones by doubling the slab’s thickness. The mass loss rate curve behaves 
more like a parable where it is easily differentiable an increasing, a stabilization 
(reaching the highest point at 3.4 g/m2·s) and decreasing phase before going back to 
zero around 750 seconds.  
Both curves describes a similar behaviour, however the highest point of the FDS curve 
is slightly lower than the GPYRO one and, furthermore, the vibration phenomenon of its 
curve appears again, mainly during the stabilization phase of the case. 
  
 
Graph. 15 Thickness change comparison along 15 minutes between FDS and GPYRO 
The behaviour of the graph 15 is similar to the second case as it describes an almost 
perfect line during the 700 seconds of duration of the experiment. Actually, the FDS 
curve describes a better line with a 0.0285 mm/s slope of decrease, while the GPYRO 
curve is slightly different, as it increases a bit during the first seconds and it finishes again 
a bit earlier than its homologue from the other program.  
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CASE 4: Charring 
 
 
Graph. 16 Mass Loss Rate comparison along 5 hours and a half between FDS and GPYRO 
This fourth case is the slowest and the longest one in terms of duration. There is a 
significant increasing phase where the behaviour of the two curves is slightly different 
but it gets quite similar when it is stabilized around the maximum point of 0.08 g/m2·s. 
It is clearly shown that the slab is far from being disintegrated at the end of the case 
which means that there is a lot of mass concentration for this kind of chemical reaction.  
 
 
Graph. 17 Thickness change comparison along 5 hours and a half between FDS and GPYRO 
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If the thickness change of this last case is analysed, it looks like the behaviours of both 
curves are similar and the decreasing of its thickness is almost negligible. However if a 
deeper analysis is done with a zoom in the key part of the graphic, a curious and 
important phenomenon comes to light, as it is shown in the following picture: 
  
 
Graph. 18 Thickness change comparison ZOOM along 5 hours and a half between FDS and GPYRO 
 
The graph 18 remarks that the FDS and GPYRO behave different. It has to be taken under 
consideration the fact that with FDS the slab never expands while with GPYRO it seems 
to expand during the beginning of the reaction.  
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4. CONSLUSIONS 
 
To sum up with the thesis, it is of high importance to give a general overview of the 
whole work focused on the level of achieved objectives. The main goal was to find new 
test cases for FDS program in order to participate in its development. 
First of all, for achieving the main goal, it was necessary to gain some theoretical base in 
terms of pyrolysis modelling as well as in FDS and GPYRO usage. After a deep research 
and a trial with the programs by reproducing some basic cases with them, it was found 
that a slab made out of thermoplastic material would be the base of further test cases 
the this thesis, as the results obtained were easily reproducible either with FDS or 
GPYRO. Step by step features like chemical reactions were introduced in order to be able 
to study changing thickness cases as well as charring and non-charring ones.  
Furthermore, if the final four cases are taken under consideration, it can be said that the 
research of new test cases for FDS has been profitable. The four cases accomplish the 
objective of reproduce simulations with chemical reactions and changing thickness 
along time with charring and non-charring materials under specified conditions. Despite 
the fact that the non-charring cases, the first and the fourth, have the most similar 
behaviour in terms of mass loss rate and thickness change independently on the 
program, it has to be highlighted that the charring cases have more significant results in 
terms of mass loss rate. If a comparison between them is stablished, the mass loss rate 
is 100 or 1000 times higher in the charring cases, however there is a certain instability 
of the results (regarding of the similarity between programs), as well as the appearance 
of the vibration phenomenon along the curves. 
Finally, it can be said that the main objective of the thesis has been accomplished as 
there are four test cases with the required features, which are reproducible with both 
programs in order to stablish a deep comparison.  This cases can help to further 
development of FDS program.   
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